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Abstract 
Classical dynamical calculations of the heavy ion induced fission 

process for the reactions 40Ar*141Pr. 20Ne*165Ho and 12C+175Lu leading to 
the iridium like nucleus nave been performed. As a result prescission 
lifetimes were obtained and compared with the experimental values. The 
agreement between the calculated and experimental lifetimes Indicates 
that the one-body dissipation picture is much more relevant In describing 
the Fusion-Fission dynamics than the two-body one. Somewhat bigger 
calculated times than the experimental ones in case of the C+Lu reaction 
at 16 MeV/nucleon may be a signal on the energy range applicability of 
the one-body dissipation model. 

Streszczenie 
Przeprowadzono obliczenia klasyczne dynamiki zderzeń ciężkich jonów 

prowadzące do rozszczepienia dla reakcji 40Ar+141Pr, 20Ne*165Ho I 
C+ Lu prowadzących do lrydopodobnego Jądra złożonego. W wyniku 

uzyskano czasy Życia do momentu rozerwania, które porównano z danymi 
eksperymentalnymi. Zgodność obliczonych 1 mierzonych czasów życia 
wskazuje ze zastosowany model dyssypacji Jednociałowej Jest znacznie 
bardziej przydatny do opisu procesu typu Fusion-Fission niż dyssypacji 
dwuciałowej. U przypadku reakcji C+Lu przy energii 16 MeV/nukleon 
obliczone czasy życia są większe od wielkości eksperymentalnych co może 
wskazywać na zakres energetycznej stosowalności modelu Jednociałowej 
dyssypacji. 
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1.Introduction 

The dynamics of the heavy Ion Induced fission process Is one of the 

most outstanding and still open questions In the nuclear physics. At least 

two fission scenarios are possible. The first one where an equilibrated 

compound system is formed, and the second one called usually fast fission 

llJ.The experimental investigation of such dynamics gives an excellent 

opportunity to test different models of the ene.-gy dissipation. One of the 

models which Is going to be tested in the present paper is ihe model of 

the so called one-body dissipation [2]. In this model it is assumed the 

motion of independent (nonlnteracting) nucleons colliding with the moving 

potential walls. In addition there is an exchange of particles between 

colliding ions giving rise to the so called window friction. 

This model of dissipation was tested already in the calculations of 

the deep inelastic collisions of heavy ions at energies of the few MeV per 

nucleon giving a reasonable description as far as energy losses and 

angular distributions are concerned [3]. New experimental data of Zank et 

al [4] are now available on heavy ion induced fission dynaaics. Three 

different reactions Ar+Pr at 7.9 MeV/A, Ne+Ho at 11 MeV/A and C+Lu at 16 

MeV/A were investigated. All channels are leading to siallar lridlum like 

composite systems at moreless the same excitation energies. For these 

reactions by measuring pre and post-scission neutrons the transition 
-20 —19 

times were deduced to be of the order of 10 sec - 10 sec. 

As an outcome It was a conclusion that these long prescission 

lifetimes can not be explained by a two-body viscosity which at the same 

time provides a proper kinetic energy release in fission (Davles et al 

15J). Zank et al hope that the observed discrepancy can probably be solved 

by assuming a mixture of a relative small two body and a large one body 

friction. It seems that before going to conclusion of talcing a mixture of 

a two-body and one-body friction one should first check what are the 

results with the pure one-body friction. One can use here the coalescence 

and reseparation model [6]. It has been recently modified by including the 

charge degree of freedom and the temperature feedback [7,8J. 

The outline of this paper can be summarized in the following words. 

In Sec. 2 the idea of the calculations is briefly described, in Sec.3 

results of the calculations and their comparison with the experiment are 

presented and In Sec.4 there are final remarks and conclusions. 
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2. Idea of the calculations 

The idea of the calculations is the following: the system of the 
classical dynanical Raylelgh-lagrange equations of notion is solved 
numericalу following the dynamical trajectory of colliding ions from the 
point they start to interact till they reseparate (scission) again. Let 
us now describe briefly the parametrlzation of nuclear shapes and the 
main terms entering equations of motion. 

2.1. Parametrization of nuclear shapes 
Nuclear shapes are considered to be axialy symmetric consisted of 

two spheres connected smoothly by a quadratic portion of the surface of 
revolution (Fig.1). In Fig.la) there Is an example of the prescisslon 
shapes and in Fig.lb) of the postscisslon shapes. Parameters (р,А,Д) 
defined in Fig.1 describe fully the volume conserved shapes. 

In addition to the macroscopic variables (p,A,A) there are three 
rotational degrees of freedom («,,*_,*) and three angular velocities 
(u.,u2,(i>) connected with the rotation of sphere 1 and sphere 2 and the 
rotation of the shape as a whole. Altogether there are six independent 
variables and corresponding six coupled equations of notion. 

2.2. Potential energy 
The potential energy of the shape under the question is calculated 

as a sum of the nuclear part and the Coulomb part. The nuclear part using 
a double folding procedure developed by Krappe.Nlx and Sierk [9] can be 
written as: 

dgr" (1) 

where <r = |r - г* |, С * a (1-ic I ) and I =(N-Z)/A. Parameters r ,a,a 
S 5 S OS 

and *s were taken from the fit done by Krappe et al [9J in their original 
paper. For axialy symmetric shapes the expression (1) reduces to the 
three dimensional integral of the following type: 
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V = ^ SSS <2-[(tr/a)2+2((r/a)+2]exp(-«r/a)>-

P(z)[P(zJ-P(z')cos* -^(z-z-)l- (2) 

P(z')[P(z')-P(z)cos* ~j|.(z'-z)] dz dz1 4 

where p=P{z) is the equation of the nuclear surface in cylindrical 
coordinates (p, z, ф). One has to be careful in evaluating expression (2) 
as factors С in front of the integral depend on the Isospln l=(N-£)/A 

which is different on both sides of the nucleus. First one has to 

establish how to split the shape (like the one in Fig. la) into two parts 

with charge numbers 2 } and Z^. It was decided that the border line splits 

the shape into two parts whose volumes are in the ratio of two masses 

A./A-. As the integral in the expression (2) Is over the surface of the 

shape one has to integrate not only over the outer surface but also along 

this border line which would not be the case if the charge distribution 

would be uniform everywhere. Calculating the integral in the expression 

(2) the shape was split Into four parts: the sphere 1, the neck from the 

matching point with sphere 1 to the border line, the neck from the border 

line to the matching point with sphere 2 and the sphere 2. In each part 

the eight points Gauss Method was used in numerical evaluation of 

Integral (2). 

The similar procedure has to be done in calculating the Coulomb part 

of the potential which for axialу symmetric shape can be written as: 

V 5 Р 2 Р г ' Ш <P(z)P(z>)(P(z)-P(z>)cos* - ̂ (z-z*))-

(P(z'bP(z)cos* - g|,Cz'-zm/ (3) 

(P(z)2+ P(z')2-2P(z)P(z')cos* +(z-z')2)1/2 dz dz 

where p and p , are the charge densities. 
One should also remember that having two different isosplns on both 

sides of the nucleus one has to split the volume part of the energy E = 
ау(1-ку12)А into two parts changing in time. Finally the total potential 
energy will be 

Vtot - VN * VC * ^ (4) 
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2.3. Kinetic Energy 
It is assumed that the collective kinetic energy of the shape 

variables (p.A.ii is of the quadratic fore calculated from the 
irrotatlonal mass flow in the Werner - Wheeler approximation [10] 

The matrix element M of the mass tensor was checked for two separated 
PP 

spheres being exactly the reduced mass. 
In the rotational degrees of freedom kinetic energy Is equal to: 

Tr • i 'rei "f * S «i V i \ %' l6) 

where I and I, are rigid moments of Inertia of sphere 1 and 2, 
respectively and I =1. y'^-,'^2 w n e r e *tot ls t h e rlSi(* moment of 
inertia of the whole nucleus. Two spheres can rotate Independently from 
tne relative rotation but due to the tangential friction after some time 
ail the frequencies us, и, and «_ are more less equal and the body 
rotates as a rigid one. 

In Fig. 2 the dependencs of the angular* velocities of fragments u 
and ь>_ and the relative one u as a function of time for Ar*Pr reaction 
at the initial angular momentum L=100h Is shown. At the beginning 
fragments (spheres) do not rotate (a>.=u »O) and there is only a relative 
rotation. After some time fragments due to the tangential friction start 
to rotate and overall rotation of the system as a whole slows ciown as 
the moment of inertia Is Increasing due to the elongation. After a time 
of about 1.2-10~ sec all three angular velocities ы. и. and ы_ become 
moreless the same and from that point on the system rotates as a rigid. 
2.4. One-body Dissipation 

The mechanism of the energy dissipation adopted Is of the one-body 
type (2J which means the dissipation arises due to collisions of 
independent particles with walls of the moving nucleus. There are two 
limiting cases in which two different simple formulas for the rate of the 
dissipated energy can be derived. The first one is so called the 
mononuclear regime when the system of colliding ions can be considered as 
a monosystem with a thick neck. In that case the gas of nucleons can be 
considered as a relaxed Fermi gas and the rate of the energy dissipation 
ls given by the following wall formula: 
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^ = p v f dS(n-D)2 (7) 
at ,, m 

wall 

where p Is the mass density of nucleons, v Is the average speed of 

nucleons (equal to three quarters of the Feral velocity in the Feral gas 

model), dS is the element of nuclear surface, r> is the normal velocity of 

walls and D is the overall drift velocity of the gas of nucleons ensuring 

the invarlance of the formula (7) against translations and rotations. 

In the second limiting case called the dinuclear regime when two 

ions are either separated or connected by a thin neck the formula (7) can 

not be applied as we are dealing with two Fermi gases separated by the 

collective velocity. In that case the so called wall plus window formula 

can be applied and it reads as follows: 

-d| = pmv S dStń-Dj)
2 + p j / dS(ń-D2)

2 

w+w _ 

+i V V ^ S 1 + 4 A- vi (8) 

The first two terms correspond to the wall formula (eq.7) but are 

calculated for each fragment separately with drifts D, and D_ for each of 

the gases. The third term is associated with the dissipation due to the 

exchange of particles through the window of the area S . Components of 

the relative velocity of two fragments u. and u correspond to the 

velocities parallel and perpendicular to the window. The last term in 

eq.8 corresponds to the dlssipatlve resistance against the asymmetry 

changes [11] with V. being the rate of the change of the volume of 

fragment 1. Equations 7 and 8 express the rate of the dissipated energy in 

two limiting cases called mononuclear and dlnuclear regimes. In general 

when the situation is in between these two limiting cases a smooth 

transition between formulas 7 and 8 is uc ,d (6]: 

dt fdt *{1 f)dt ( 9 } 

wall w+w 

with a form factor f going to 1 for sphere or spheroid like shapes and 

going to 0 at scission. 
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2.5 Equations of motion 
The system of the classical Rayleigh - Lagrange equations to be 

solved can be written in the form: 

e_a л .a 
- Sq, eq{ oqj 

with L=T-V being a Lagrangian which is the difference of the kinetic and 
potential energies and • being half the rate of the dissipated energy. 
Quantities q. form a set of the macroscopic and angular variables 
q, = (p, А. А, в, O.,* 2). So altogether there are six second order 
differential equations to be solved. In addition there are two other 
equations. One of them for the time derivative of the difference in the 
excitation energies of both parts of the nuclear system 

T 

where first two terms are defined in Section 2.4 and the last one is due 
to the temperature feedback with T.=g-(T.*T_) being an average 
temperature of the T and T_, the temperatures of the first and the 
second fragment, respectively. S „ is the entropy flux taken from 
Feldmeier [31. 

For asymmetric collisions the particle exchange between two 
fragments leads to the temperature Mismatch which means that the smaller 
fragment becomes hotter than the bigger one. This gives an extra flux of 
particles From the smaller to the bigger fragment. This effect works 
efficiently in the early stage of the collision but after some time when 
temperatures become moreless equal it disappears. In Fig.3 temperatures 
of the projectile like fragment and target like fragment for three 
reactions under investigation: n Ar + 141 Pp at L=100h, ж Ne +16S Ho at 
L=90h and С • Lu at L=80h are presented. The three upper curves 
correspond to the projectile like fragments and the three lower ones to 
the target like fragments. As one can see the temperature of the target 
like fragments goes monotonlcaly up and moreless in the same way for all 
three targets. At the same time the temperature of the corresponding 
projectiles goes up at the beginning much faster than the temperature of 
targets and reaches its maximum at the time around 0.3 - 0.4 -10 sec. 
After that the temperature feedback mechanism is cooling down the 
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projectile like fragment bringing both partners to the temperatur' 
equilibrium after the time of about 1.3-10 sec. Haxlsas . t:.e 
projectile like fragment curves are different for different projectiles 
showing the highest value for the smallest С nucleus and the lowest fcr 
the AT. This reflects the fact that moreless the same in all cases 
exchange of particles leads to the bigger temperature for the lighter 
nucleus. 

Another equation is for the time derivative of one of the charges, 
let чау Zy 

в1 ^ Zl 
— i = f 1 y^ - fl г-± П2) 
dt 2 1 

where Г Ц is the flux of all tbe particles (neutrons and protons) through 
the window from the vessel 1 to the vessel 2 and fl- Is the same in the 
opposite direction. Z..A. and Z-.A- are charges and masses of the part 1 
and 2. 

In Fig.4 the ratio Z/A as a function of time for three reactions 
investigated is shown. In all cases the charge equilibration takes place 
in the time which is shorter than 1-10 sec. and afterwards the charge 
is uniformly distributed over the whole shape. Besides this time for the 
charge equilibration is moreless the same in all the cases which is 
supported by the experimental results of Planeta et al 112). 

Equations (10),(11) and (12) are solved numericalу by the 
predictor-corrector method. At the same time conservation laws it means 
the energy and angular momentum conservations are checked being all the 
time on the level of accuracy less then 0.1%. 

3. Results 

Typical model trajectories are presented in Fig. 5 for the Me + Ho 
case. Angular momentum of each trajectory is indicated. The L=105b 
trajectory is characterized by a small total mass transfer from the 
target to the projectile of only one mass unit. Tbe transition time of 

-21 this trajectory is 0.95-10 sec. Such trajectory is a typical case for a 
Deep Inelastic Collision (OIC) where identity of the interacting 
fragments is preserved. The nexi. L=75h trajectory stops at the point 
p=0.93, A=1.31, Д=0 where the effective potential ^ f f ^ ^ W ^ R has a 

local minimum. This can be understood as a compound nucleus formation. 
The most interesting for reactions studied in the present paper is the 
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L=90h trajectory. Here the total mass transfer is 57.25 «ass units and 
~"21 the corresponding transition tiee is 44.7-10 sec ( 6 revolutions of the 

system). 
Transition between different reaction regimes is well illustrated 

by the percentage оГ the possible mass drift vs angular noaentun (see 
Fig. 6). Two of the reactions in question, C+Lu and Ne+Ho are 
characterized by a well defined border between the DIC and the 
Fusion-Fission region. Particularly exotic is the C+Lu case where a 
decrease of angular momentum from 85h to 84h gives an increase of the 
mass transfer of 75 mass units. For Ar+Pr a gradual increase of mass 
transfer is observed as a function of angular momentum. 

In calculations one has to decide what is the L window for Fusion -
Fission processes. It was decided to take the upper limit of the L value 
at which there are more than 10 nucleons transferred from target to the 
projectile. Above this L value there is a typical picture of the Deep 
Inelastic Collision in which target and projectile do not loose their 
identity. This criterion for establishing the upper limit of the L. value 
is not so important for 2ONe+ł^5Ho and 12C+* Lu reactions where the 
distinction between Fusion - Fission and Deep Inelastic Collision is 
clearly visible and very sharp. It is much more important for the 
40 141 Ar+ Pr reaction where transfer of nucleons from target to projectile 
goes smoothly with the incoming L and depending where the border is the 
final results can be slightly different. The upper value of L is however 
not very important in calculating average transient times as at these L 
values times are short not contributing too much to the average. 

The lower limit of the L value was taken below which the system 
fuses and does not want to reseparate any more. This corresponds to the 
region where experimentally the evaporation residues are observed. 
Established in these ways L windows for the Fusion - Fission processes 
are somewhat different from the experimental ones and shifted towards 
higher L values. 

In Fig.7 three dynamical trajectories in the (p.A) plane for 
reactions 12C +175Lu at L=80h. ^Ne +165Ho at L=90h and *°Ar +141Pr at 
L=100h are presented. The values selected for the angular momenta are 
placed inside of the Fusion-Fission windows. On top of the trajectories 
the corresponding nuclear shapes are shown. As one can see at the 
beginning of the trajectory or close to it the shape is very much 
asymmetric with the asymmetry corresponding to the initial one of two 
colliding nuclei. At the end when trajectories are close to the scission 
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(broken) line In ail the cases shapes become symmetric or almost 
symmetric in al 1 the cases. One should keep In Mind that in Fig.7 only 
the projection of the trajectories in the (p.X) plane is presented. In 
reality these trajectories should be seen In the three dimensional space 
(р.Л.Д). 

in Fig.8 the trajectory for the reaction 20Ne +165Ho at L=9Oh at 
three different cuts of the potential at Д = 0.32879. 0.24612 and 0.12874 
is shown. The potential in Fig.8 is the SUB of the static part and 
rotational energy, where rotation is treated as a rigid one. This last 
assumption is Justified from the early stage of the collision (see Fig.2) 
and gives the real impression of what kind of the potential the nuclear 
system is feeling most of the time. In the uppermost part of Fig.8 the 
potential for the initial asymmetry 4=0.32879 is drawn. The point at the 
trajectory corresponding to this asymmetry is shown by the cross. At the 
beginning the trajectory goes up the potential having still some of the 
Initial kinetic energy. Later on it goes down the potential very slowly 
with almost no kinetic energy. If the asymmetry would not change the 
trajectory would continue to go up the picture but due to the asymmetry 
changes the potential landscape varies dramaticaly (the lower part of 
Fig.8) and the trajectory makes a turn toward lower potential value. Now 
the potential is driving the system towards the reseparatlon (scission 
line) and due to the flatness of it the system is moving very slowly 
giving at the end long transient times. 

In Table I summary of the results of the calculations together with 
the experimental results are presented. For comparison with transition 
times measured by Zank et al [13] the corresponding values of time т 
averaged over the Fusion-Fission L window were calculated. 
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Table ! 

Experiment 
reaction j 

Ar + Pr 

Ne + Ho 

С * Lu 

7.9 

i; 

16 

I 50-iOS 

! 57-94 

j 48-62 

T(1C" 2 1S) 

60 -45 -25 

Calculations 

40 -15 

100-130 i 13.3 

77-100 ; 72.3 
I 

( 79-84 ! 112.4 

For the first two reactions in Table I the agreement of the 
calculated average t value with the «xperlmentai т is excellent whereas 
for the reaction Lin-C the calculated tlee Is much bigger than the 
experimental value. One should keep in mind that the experimental errors 
are in all cases rather big, however in the Lu+C case the calculated 
value is outside these error Halts. For angular momentum windows the 
second reaction displays a fair agreement between the measured and 
calculated values. The agreement is worse for the first reaction and 
quite unsatisfactory for the last one. 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 
Calculations presented here describe three Heavy Ion Reactions 

resulting in nearly symmetric splitting of iridium like composite systems. 
Although they do not proceed via the classical compound nucleus formation 
their fairly long prescisslon times (the composite system makes up to 40 
revolutions before scission) allow to enlist them to the Fusion-Fission 
class. To obtain such a long prescission times in the two-body friction 
picture one would have to increase the two-body viscosity coefficient by a 
factor of 7 compared to the one deternined by Davies et al [10]. One could 
therefore say that the one-body dissipation picture employed in these 
calculations is much more relevant in describing the Fusion - Fission 
dynamics than the two-body one. 

In experiments of Zank et al the Compound Nucleus-Fission mechanism 
could not been distinguished from this which is called here the 
Fusion-Fission one. This can be partly responsible for some L window 
disagreements. The comparison with the experiment presented in Table I 
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shows that calculated tlutes for the Lu+C reaction are somewhat bigger 

than the experimental or.es. One of the possible explanations is t:.. . for 

the carbon projectile at the energy 16 MeV per nucleon there Is quite a 

significant part of the incomplete fusion processes In the experiment 

which can efficiently shadow the experimental result. Independently on 

the incomplete fusion contribution the disagreement could be in this case 

a signal on the energy range applicability of the one-body dissipation 

nodel. One could imagine that at 16 MeV per nucleon Incident energy the 

Pauli principle does not work so efficiently and there are at least in 

the first stage of the collision a lot of the two-body correlations which 

can affect the whole dynamics of the process significantly. Nevertheless 

below the energy mentioned (16 MeV per nucleon) nice agreement between 

experiment and calculations Indicates for the one-body mechanism of 

dissipation as a proper one contrary to the two-body mechanise. 
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Figure Captions 
1.Parametrization of the nuclear shape. a)-prescisslon shape and 
b)-postsclsslon shape. 
2. The time dependence of Lhe angular velocities of fragments u. and w_ and 

the relative one и for the reaction Ar+Pr at L=100h. 
3.The dependence of the temperatures of projectile (three upper curves) 
and target (three lower curves) like fragments on time. The solid line 
corresponds to the reaction OLu at L=80h, the broken one to Ne+Ho at 
L=90h and the dot-dashed one to Ar+Pr at L=100h. 

4. The dependence of the 2/A of projectile (three upper curves) and target 
(three lower curves) like fragments on time. The three cases are the 
same as in Flg.3. 

5.Three typical trajectories for the reaction Ne+Ho at L=75h. 90h and lOSh 
in (p,A) plane. The scission line is indicated by the solid line. 

6. The percentage of the possible mass drift vs angular momentum L for 
three reactions Indicated. 

7.Dynamical trajectories in tp.A) plane for C+Lu at L=80h, Ne+Ho at L=90h 
and Ar+Pr at L=10Oh. The corresponding nuclear shapes along trajectories 
are shown. 

8. The trajectory (broken line) for the reaction Ne+Ho at L=90h at three 
different cuts of the potential at Д=0.32879, 0.24612 and 0.12874. 
Points along trajectories corresponding to these asymmetries Д are 
indicated by crosses. The dotted line indicates the scission line. 
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